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MODEL TEST PAPER-1
(BASED ON CHAPTER 1 TO 8)

A. Tick (3) the correct option :

 1.  The _____________ is crowing

 a.  hen  b. crow   c. cock   

 2. The birds and animals of the forest would listen with _______________ attention.

 a.  spellbound  b. surprised   c. good 

 3. He worked so hard but it took him longer time than ____________.

 a. expected  b. wanted  c. unexpected 

 4. He observed the ______________ details of the beggar.

 a. minute  b. written  c. second 

 5.  If you see that little ____________.

 a.  dog   b. cat   c. bird 

 6. Liza dreamt of buying ___________ eggs.

 a. 300  b. 200  c. 100 

B. Fill in the blanks :

 1. The beggar lost his job due to some _______________.

 2. With my beauty only a ___________ shall do for me. 

 3. The ___________________ returned home with a heavy heart.

 4. To his _______________, the doll came alive and stood in front of him.

 5. Olga would cry to see the _______________ condition.

 6. I’ll be ___________ everywhere in my beautiful dress.

C. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statements :

 1. Ajay had one passion in life, and that was playing the flute. 

 2. Everyday, the woodcutter went out to the forest to gather wood. 

 3. Sartoff observed the minute details of the beggar.  

 4. Liza thought that she'll buy five hundred eggs with the money. 

 5. Liza's dreams lay on the earth. 

 6. Shanu bought a palace for himself and Divya. 
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D. Answer the following questions :

 1.  What does this line mean : 'There are forty feeding like one' ?

 2. What did the woodcutter’s daughter request of her father for?

 3. Who was Ajay ?

 4. Where had Sartoff seen the beggar earlier ?

 5. What does the speaker tell you to do in the second stanza?

 6. What did Liza’s mother say to her ?

Essential Grammar 
E. Rewrite the following sentences using Singular forms :

 1. We are playing in the garden.

  ____________________________________________________________________

 2. I have many stones.

  ____________________________________________________________________

 3. The women are gossiping in the party.

  ____________________________________________________________________

 4. My teeth are missing.

  ____________________________________________________________________

F. Give Feminine genders of the following Masculine genders :

 1. lion _______________ 2. actor  _______________

 3. waiter _______________ 4. author _______________

 5. son _______________ 6. king _______________

 7. husband _______________ 8. nephew _______________

G. Use prefix 'dis' to these words to make their opposites.

 1. approve _____________  2. pleasure  _____________

 3. mantle _____________  4. appear  _____________

 5. courage _____________  6. honest  _____________
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MODEL TEST PAPER-2
(BASED ON CHAPTER 9 TO 18)

A. Tick (3) the correct option :

 1. Bhagat Singh was a great _______________.

 a. king  b. warrior  c. leader 

 2. How much speed it requires off to cross the pull of the Earth ?

 a. 11 km/s  b. 10 km/s  c. 9 km/s 

 3. Tom Sawyer lay in the cool _____________ and looked at blue sky.

 a. water  b. grass  c. bed 

 4. ________________ are the kindest things I know.

 a. Trees  b. Animals  c. Men 

 5. The queen helped a :

 a. Frog  b. Fish  c. Crab 

 6. Where did the jackal reach with the vendor and the tiger ?

 a. the hill  b. the river  c. the cage 

B. Fill in the blanks :

 1. After the incident, the Government ____________ the factory at Lahore. 

 2. We live on the ____________ earth and breathe in the air all around it.

 3. In return you break my _______________ to feed your cattle.

       4. It took a fleet of one thousand ____________ to transport marble to the site.

 5. The jackal thought, this _______________ should not change.

 6. In the space we can feel the position of ____________.

C. Write ‘T’ for true and ‘F’ for false statements :

 1. Bhagat Singh established the secret organization, the Bharat Mata Society. 

 2. On 14 July 1970, Apollo-II was launched. 

 3. Johny gave a ball to Tom.  

      4. The king wished to invite all the fairies. 

 5. After long request and weeping of the man the tiger ate him. 

 6. The princess got asleep for 100 years. 
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D. Answer the following questions :

 1. Why did Bhagat Singh’s classfellows and teachers like him?

 2. How does the beauty of the Moon attract every one ?

 3. This is a singer. I saw her yesterday.

 4. Why does the poet say that trees are kind ?

 5. Why did the king invited only twelve fairies?

 6.  What did the tree say on the question of rightness ?

Essential Grammar 
E. Join each pair of sentences using suitable Conjunctions (and, but, or, because) :

 1. I am right. You are wrong.

 2. He came to Mumbai. His friend went to Delhi.

 3. Take this. Leave the rest.

 4. I respect him. He is a learned man.

 5. He sells mangoes. He sells bananas.

F. Put in ‘will’ or ‘won’t’ : 

 1. Next week she _____________ be in London. 

 2. Tom is ill. He _____________ come to office tomorrow. 

 3.  Take an umbrella. It _____________ rain. 

 4.  I’m going out for two days, so I _____________ be at home tomorrow. 

 5.  The film is boring. I think you _____________ enjoy it. 

 6.  Our team is good. I think we _____________win.
G. Encircle the adverb that describes the verb :

 1. My dog always barks.

 2. I usually lock the car door.

 3. The truck grumbled loudly.

 4. They swam lazily in the pool.

 5. Peter neatly wrote a shopping list.


